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I am a drama researcher, a career I discovered accidentally and have since quantified how much
drama there is in the workplace. Our research has shown that the average employee spends
nearly 2. Drama is emotional waste â€” any unproductive thought or behavior â€” and like any
other waste in the workplace, I believe drama can be eliminated through great mental
processes. My work is focused on giving leaders tools to recapture that emotional waste and
upcycle it into results. I started Reality-Based Leadership in order to teach leaders and
individual contributors ways to lead in reality that diffuses drama in the workplace. We have
formed that into an organization that does leadership development, speaking and training, and
publishes unconventional tools and leadership programs to use to diffuse drama in the
workplace. My best advice ever? Stop Believing Everything You Think. Want to learn my
philosophy quickly? Start with these 10 Core Philosophy Videos. More About Cy Cy Wakeman
is a drama researcher, international leadership speaker, and consultant. In she founded
Reality-Based Leadership. Menu Toggle navigation. Start with these 10 Core Philosophy Videos
Hire me as your next keynote! Police in Cyprus have used water cannon and tear gas to break
up a protest against corruption and lockdown measures imposed over the COVID pandemic,
witnesses said. Several hundred people had gathered to protest on Saturday just beyond the
medieval walls of Nicosia, the capital of the east Mediterranean island. Cyprus has been rocked
by allegations of graft in a lucrative citizenship-for-investment programme, which was abruptly
cancelled last November after an Al Jazeera investigation revealed secret footage of a senior
state official offering to arrange a passport for a fictitious Chinese investor with a criminal
record. Despite it being halted, the uproar over the scandal-hit scheme has persisted, with
comments from opposition politicians, newspaper editorials and Cypriot social media users
pointing to endemic corruption. Authorities had banned the gathering, citing coronavirus
restrictions that allow people out twice a day for mainly essential errands. Police say at least
eight arrested in Nicosia protest against government corruption and coronavirus restrictions.
Powerful lobby and the prize of foreign investment casts doubt on a lasting end to
citizenship-by-investment. At least one person who said he was struck on the head by police
was taken to hospital. Cyprus: Anti-corruption protests after Al Jazeera passport expose. More
from Gallery. In Pictures: US pandemic toll â€” one year, half a million lives. In Pictures:
Senegalese jockey dreams of international glory. In Pictures: Businesses shut as Myanmar
protesters defy military. In Pictures: Protests over jailing of Spanish rapper turn violent. Most
Read. Trump may soon have to answer rape allegations under oath. At least 62 dead in Ecuador
prison riots, dozens injured. US detains wife of Mexican drug cartel chief El Chapo. Settled for
more than 10 millennia, Cyprus stands at a cultural, linguistic, and historic crossroads between
Europe and Asia. Its chief citiesâ€”the capital of Nicosia , Limassol , Famagusta , and Paphos
â€”have absorbed the influences of generations of conquerors, pilgrims, and travelers and have
an air that is both cosmopolitan and provincial. In Cyprus became independent of Britain it had
been a crown colony since as the Republic of Cyprus. The long-standing conflict between the
Greek Cypriot majority and the Turkish Cypriot minority and an invasion of the island by
Turkish troops in produced an actualâ€”although internationally unrecognizedâ€”partition of
the island and led to the establishment in of a de facto Turkish Cypriot state in the northern
third of the country. The Turkish Cypriot state made a unilateral declaration of independence in
and adopted the name Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. Its independence was recognized
only by Turkey. Cyprus lies about 40 miles 65 km south of Turkey , 60 miles km west of Syria ,
and miles km southeast of mainland Greece. Its maximum length, from Cape Arnauti in the west
to Cape Apostolos Andreas at the end of the northeastern peninsula, is miles km ; the maximum
north-south extent is 60 miles km. It is the third largest Mediterranean island, after Sicily and
Sardinia. The rugged island of Cyprus resembles a saucepan, with the handle extending
northeastward from the main part. The general pattern of its roughly mile km coastline is
indented and rocky, with long, sandy beaches. The Kyrenia Mountains â€”the western portion of
which is also known as the Pentadaktylos for its five-fingered peakâ€”extend for miles km
parallel to and just inland from the northern coast. It is the southernmost range of the great
Alpine-Himalayan chain in the eastern Mediterranean; like much of that extensive mountain belt,
it is formed largely of deformed masses of Mesozoic limestone. The Troodos Mountains in the
south and southwest are of great interest to geologists, who have concluded that the range,
made up of igneous rock , was formed from molten rock beneath the deep ocean Tethys that
once separated the continents of Eurasia and Afro-Arabia. Roughly in the centre of the plain is
Nicosia. The plain is the principal cereal-growing area in the island. The major rivers in Cyprus
originate in the Troodos Mountains. The Pedieos , which is the largest, flows eastward toward
Famagusta Bay; the Serakhis flows northwestward and the Karyotis northward to Morphou Bay;
and the Kouris flows southward to Episkopi Bay. The rivers are fed entirely from the runoff of
winter precipitation; in summer they become dry courses. Other, less-productive soils include

solonchaks and solonetz soils. These latter are found only in isolated saline pockets throughout
the island. Cyprus has an intense Mediterranean climate , with a typically strongly marked
seasonal rhythm. Hot, dry summers June to September and rainy winters November to March
are separated by short autumn and spring seasons October and April to May, respectively of
rapid change. Autumn and winter precipitation, on which agriculture and water supply depend,
is variable. Average annual precipitation is about 20 inches mm. The lowest average
precipitation of 14 inches mm occurs at Nicosia, and the highest, 41 inches 1, mm , is on Mount
Olympus. From December to March the Troodos range experiences several weeks of
below-freezing night temperatures, and snowfall is considerable. There is a narrow fertile plain
along the northern coast, where the vegetation is largely evergreen and includes olive, carob,
and citrus trees. The Troodos range has pine, dwarf oak, cypress, and cedar forest coverings.
The southern and western slopes are extensively planted with vineyards. Between autumn and
spring the Mesaoria Plain is green and colourful, with an abundance of wildflowers, flowering
bushes, and shrubs; there are also patches of woodland in which eucalyptus and various types
of acacia, cypress, and lowland pine are found. Fossil remains of elephants and
hippopotamuses have been found in the Kyrenia area, and in ancient times there were large
numbers of deer and boar. The only large wild animal now surviving is the agrino , a subspecies
of wild sheep related to the mouflon of the western Mediterranean; it is under strict protection in
a small forested area of the Troodos range. Small game is abundant but keenly hunted. Green
and loggerhead turtles, which are protected by law, breed on the beaches along the coast.
Cyprus lies on major migration routes for birds. In spring and autumn millions pass over the
island, while many species winter there. Among the numerous resident species are francolin
and chukar partridges. Cyprus Article Media Additional Info. Article Contents. Table Of
Contents. While every effort has been made to follow citation style rules, there may be some
discrepancies. Please refer to the appropriate style manual or other sources if you have any
questions. Facebook Twitter. Give Feedback External Websites. Let us know if you have
suggestions to improve this article requires login. External Websites. Articles from Britannica
Encyclopedias for elementary and high school students. John S. Bowman See All Contributors
Freelance writer and editor. Editor, "Monuments of Civilization" Series. Author of Traveler's
Guide to Crete. Britannica Quiz. Another Quiz About Islands. You are not an island, but you
probably know a lot about them. Test yourself with this quiz. Get a Britannica Premium
subscription and gain access to exclusive content. Subscribe Now. Kakopetria in the foothills of
the Troodos Mountains, southern Cyprus. Load Next Page. Skip to main content. Explore
Nicosia. Vacation Rentals. Things to Do. Travel Forums. Rental Cars. Vacation Packages. Add a
Place. See all photos. Nicosia District. Nicosia Nicosia. Hotels near Intercollege Hotels near
University of Cyprus. All things to do in Nicosia Admission Tickets. About Nicosia. Nicosia, the
capital of the island of Cyprus, has incorporated elements of the many empires and kingdoms
that have claimed it over centuries stretching back to the Bronze Age. Narrow winding streets
lead visitors from the Cyprus Museum, with its collection of Neolithic and Roman artifacts, to
the thick city wall. Built in the s by the Venetians, the wall now divides the ancient part of the
city from the modern. Step through the stone gates and enter a place where the past is still
alive. Start planning for Nicosia. Create a Trip to save and organize all of your travel ideas, and
see them on a map. Create a Trip. Essential Nicosia. Go play Places to see, ways to wander, and
signature experiences. See all. Cyprus Museum. Buyuk Han. Machairas Monastery. Pivo
microbrewery. Panagia Asinou Church. Leventis Gallery. Leventis Municipal Museum of
Nicosia. Athalassa National Park. Go rest A mix of the charming, modern, and tried and true.
Asty Hotel. Hilton Nicosia. Semeli Hotel. The Classic Hotel. Centrum Hotel. Altius Boutique
Hotel. Almond Busi
honda crv repairs
a ford raptor
silverado body parts diagram
ness Hotel. Delphi Hotel. Royiatiko Hotel. Map Boutique Hotel. Go eat Can't-miss spots to dine,
drink, and feast. Piatsa Gourounaki. Cook Shop. Vino Cultura. Il Forno. Syrian Club. To Elliniko
Ouzomezedopoleio. Avo's Armenian Food. From the Forums. Ledra border crossing. Nicosia
Open Market. Rent a Home for Your Next Escape. Popular homes in Nicosia. Guesthouse Gonia.
Central Cosy with a View. New modern 2-bedr apartment in Nicosia. Indalo Accommodation
Nicosia. Penthouse Flat in Nicosia. More Nicosia Picks. Fine dining. Brasserie Au Bon Plaisir.
Skinny Fox. Rous Restaurant. Pyxida Oyster Bar. Chateau Status. Meclis-i Meyhane. Top-rated
by travelers. Hypnos by bed N' mix. St John's Cathedral. Church of Archangel Michael Trypiotis.
Church of St. Cyprian and St. Bedestan Church and Mosque. Church of Virgin Mary
Chrisaliniotissas. Church of the Holy Cross. Panagia Phaneromeni Church. Cheap eats. To

Anamma. Estiatorio Euroullas. Gelateria Gelatiamo. Piatsa Gourounaki Express. Souvlaki Bar.

